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The energy criteria of instability in time-independent inelastic 
soli ds 

H. PETRYK (WARSZAWA) 

CONDITIONS sufficient for instability of deformation are examined for a class of incrementally non
linear, time independent inelastic solids. Instability of a quasi-static deformation process (path) at 
varying loading is distinguished from a narrower concept of an unstable equilibrium state. The en
ergy criterion is extended to deformation paths under generał assumptions which ensure that the 
incrementa) boundary value problem can be given a variational formulation. For a discretized prob
lem, fulfilłment of the instability condition along a path is shown to imply either instability of the 
traversed equilibrium states in a dynamie sense or persisting possibility of quasi-static bifurcation at 
varying loading. For a continuum, instability at varying loading is interpreted as sensitivity of the 
incremental deformation to arbitrarily small perturbmg forces. 

1. Introduction 

THE FOLLOWING question is investigated here: what processes of inelastic deformation 
cannot be practically realized in a physical system. A deformation process is thought to 
represent a theoretical quasi-static solution to an initial-boundary value problem formu
lated for an inelastic continuous body subject to varying loading. Real materiał properties 
and boundary conditions are assumed to be adequately modeled. The question posed 
above is related to the well known fact that there are simple and theoretically correct 
solutions, e.g. describing macroscopically uniform straining, which at sufficiently advanced 
deformations are no longer in accord with experimentally observed deformation modes. 
One of possible explanations is that this is a symptom of an instability of the solution 
beyond a certain critical stage. 

Instability in inelastic solids at slowly varying Ioading may manifest itself in various 
ways, not necessarily involving observable dynamie etiects. Familiar examples are buckling 
or necking as "geometrie" instabilities and strain localization within shear bands as a "ma
teria!" instability. According to the theory of uniqueness and stability in time-independent 
inelastic solids developed by HILL [3 , 4], preceded by SHANLEY'S [23] pioneering obser
vation of the essence of plastic column buckling, such phenomena need not be connected 
with loss of stability of equilibriwn on the fundamental deformation path. Rather, they 
can be explained in many cases by appealing to the bifurcation theory or to sensitivity to 
initial imperfections (cf. e.g. [ 1 1, 16]) .  

Alternatively, the above mentioned phenomena can be consistently regarded as symp
toms of instability provided that this term concerns not an equilibrium state (at constant 
loading) but rather a deformation process (or path-at varying loading). Traditionally, 
stability of a quasi-static deformation path is often identified with stability of equilibrium 
states traversed by the path. However, for path-dependent and incrementally nonlinear 
solids distinction must be made between these two kinds of instability. Stability of equilib
rium means that the etiects of disturbing influences become negligible when the strength 
of disturbance is vanishingly small and the value of the loading parameter is kept fixed. 
For path-dependent inelastic solids we generally cannot expect that after a transitory per-
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turbed motion the initial equilibrium state will be restored exactly, even in an asymptotic 
sense. Now, if the fina! effect is very small but nonzero and if a quasi-static loading 
program is continued, there is no guarantee that the distance between the subsequent 
configurations along the perturbed and fundamental paths at the same loading levels will 
remain small; note that continuous dependence of this distance on initial data is neces
sarily broken e.g. at a bifurcation point. This observation alone indicates that stability of 
an equilibrium state and of a quasi-static process of inelastic deformation are essentially 
different concepts ( 1). The distinction is even more elear when the effect of application of 
small perturbing forces is studied under the assumption of a time-independent materiał. 
Depending on whether such forces are applied at constant loading or at varying loading, 
different branches of the incrementally nonlinear constitutive law can be activated. In the 
former case the straining ''direction" is defined by the disturbance itself while in the latter, 
it is primarily determined by the fundamental velocity field; for elastic-plastic solids the 
"stiffness" in the latter case can be much smaller (cf. the reduced and tangent modu Ius 
"stiffness" of the Shanley column). 

It can be concluded that the question of stability of a deformation process, and also its 
relation to bifurcation suggested by the above remarks, deserve more thorough studies. 
In particular, stability of post-bifurcation paths should be examined in order to establish 
which of them can have a practical meaning. In this paper, we will examine stability of an 
isothermal quasi-static process of rate-independent inelastic deformation under varying 
loading at presence of small disturbing influences (2) . 

Although the idea itself is not new (it could be traced back to Considere) and be
came used in particular problems, a respective generał theory is lacking. To the author's 
knowledge, general stability conditions for such processes were, in effect, only postulated 
(cf. e.g. [2, 13, 18, 19, l]). On the contrary, in the present paper certain conditions for 
instability are not only postulated but also related to a defined kind of instability of motion 
for a broad class of problems. 

The general assumptions accepted here are essentially the same as in the bifurcation 
theory developed by HILL [4, 5, 6, 8]. It is assumed that the constitutive rate equations for 
the materia! do not contain a natura! time and admit a potentia!, and that the incrementa! 
loading is conservative (possibly in an overall sense). Incrementa! nonlinearity of the 
materiał is otherwise arbitrary: for instance, elastoplastic models obeying the normality 
flow rule, with or without the yield-surface vertex effect, as well as so-called softening 
materials are included. The above assumptions ensure that any solution to the first-order 
rate boundary value problem will be a critical point of a velocity functional [4, 6]. On the 
basis of an energy interpretation of the functional, the author proposed [ 18, 19] the energy 
criterion of instability of a quasi-static deformation process. The condition of instability 
of equilibrium (cf. [9]) was included as a special case. The previous work [ 19] established 
a definite connection between the onset of instability of the fundamental deformation 
path, found from the second-order energy criterion, and the primary bifurcation point. 

(1) The scale of time and the meaning of a perturbed motion are also dilferent: white in examining stability 
of equilibrium a natura! time scalc can be adopted and inertia elfects should then be taken into account, for a 
quasi-static loading program the role of "time" is usually played by the loading parameter and it is then natura! 
to neglect interia elfects. 

(1) Disturbing inftuences (called also distwbances) should be carefully distinguishcd from geometrie or 
materiał impe1fections: the farmer perturb the motion of a given materiał system while the latter change the 
system itself. 
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However, the relation to generał concepts of instability of motion and the meaning of 
predicted instability remained to be clarified. 

Disturbing inlluences are often thought as perturbations of initial conditions. In real
ity, any materiał body is subject to perpetua! disturbing intluences during a deformation 
process; in the generał theory of stabi lity of motion such influences are called persistent 
disturbances (cf. e.g. [15]). They can be represented, for instance, by small perturbing 
forces acting independently of the loading program. If application of arbitrarily small 
perturbing forces in any finite interval of a loading parameter can cause finite deviations 
from a theoretical, unperturbed deformation path, then such a path may be regarded as 
being unstable and, consequently, practically unrealizable in a physical system. 

The above concept of instability is, of course, not the only possible one: there is a 
vast literature on various theories of stability of motion, in particular, on Liapounov's 
theory where initial disturbances are considered. Moreover, the same solution can be 
stable or not depending on the chosen measures of the distance and disturbance: this 
is well known in the context of stability of equilibrium in elastic continua (cf. [ 14]). In 
absence of sufficiently strong reasons for assuming a priori a particular mathematical defi
nition of stability or instability in inelastic continua, the following approach is adopted 
here: qualitative properties of certain post-critical solutions are first selected as possible 
candidates for conditions sufficient for instability, and then examined in detail in order to 
learn whether (or to w hat extent) they do imply instability in a physically acceptable sense. 
More specifically, the purpose of the present paper is to establish a connection between the 
energy criterion of path instability and the instability for persistent disturbances mentioned 
above. 

That approach is new and will be shown to lead to the conclusions which are in accord 
with but are not derivable from Hill's theory of bifurcation and stability. Roughly speaking 
(details are given in subsequent sections), it will be demonstrated that if the basie veloc
ity functional [4, 6) is not minimized along a solution path by the actual velocity field, 
then that deformation process is unstable in the sense of sensitivity of the incrementa! 
deformation to arbitrarily small perturbing forces. This in tum will provide additional 
and essential information, not given by Hill's theory, which post-bifurcation paths can be 
stable and thus practically realizable. Usualły, the initial imperfection approach is adopted 
to obtain such information, and in simplest cases the predictions of both approaches will 
be similar. However, the present approach gives definite advantages since no compara
ble generał criterion for incrementally nonlinear solids has been established yet via the 
considerations of initial imperfections. Therefore, a numerical analysis of development 
of various initial inhomogeneities for more complex examples, being avoided here, is still 
required in the usual approach to eliminate the possibility that the conclusions are only 
valid for particular imperfections. Moreover, from a physical point of view it is not elear 
why instabilities which are observed e.g. at large plastic strains should always have a 
form decided by initial imperfections. Of course, there are other advantages of the initial 
imperfection method as e.g. assessment of the effect of geometrical inaccuracies on the 
buckling loads. 

A finite solid body with specified boundary conditions is considered here; instability 
of uniform deformation at the level of a materiał element will be examined in a separate 
paper. Sections 3 and 4 constitute the principal part of the present paper; for conve
nience of the reader, more important statements are distinguished in the text in italic and 
summarized in Sect. 6. The topie requires precise formulation of the assumptions and 
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definitions; this is dane in Sect. 2, along with certain extensions of Hill's results and their 
novel energy interpretation. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Notalion 

Throughout the paper the standard symbolic notation is used. Vectors or tensors are 
denoted by bo!dface letters, and their Cartesian components are denoted by !ower case 
Latin subscripts for which the summation convention is adopted. Contraction over two 
pairs of the subscripts is distinguished by a dot between two symbols, e.g. A;i Bji = A· B, 
Cijk1B1k = (C · B);j, while A;kBki = (AB);j, p;A;J = (pA)j or p;q; = pq. The upper 
index T denotes a transpose, and (A;v1;j)112 = IAI. 

In a reference configuration which is arbitrary but fixed, a continuous solid body, in 
general inhon'logeneous, is assumed to occupy a spatial domain V bounded by a piecewise
regular surface S' with a unit norma! v. E, and x denote position vectors in the reference 
and current configuration, respectively, and u = x - E, stands for displacement. A field 
defined on V = i' US is distinguished from its value at same E, by a superimposed tilde. 
The symbol V' denotes the spatial gradient evaluated in the reference configuration. t 
stands for a scalar time-Jike parameter, called time for simplicity, identified with a natura! 
time only when examining stability of an equilibrium state. A dot over a symbol denotes 
the rate of change with respect to t, understood as a inaterial time derivative in the 
right-hand sense. 

Finite strains and rotations are considered while their rates are assumed to be bounded. 
For the sake of conciseness, the formulae appearing in stability considerations are ex
pressed in terms of rates of the deformation gradient F = V'x and the (unsymmetric) 
nomina! stress N (related to the symmetric Cauchy stress a and Kirchhoff stress T by 
FN = det(F)a = T) . The formulae can be transformed in the routine way to other stress 
and strain measures when r.eeded. 

The first weak variation (Gateaux differentia!) of a functional J at its argument value 
v in the direction w is denoted by 

(2. 1 )  5.J(v, w)= d
d 

J (v + Tw) l„=o, T 
where w = 5v stan ds for an admissible variation of v and T is a real variable. 

In the following, v = i stands for velocity. 

2.2. Conslitulive rale equalions 

A generał assumption is made that the mechanical properties of the materiał in isother
mal deformation do not depend in any way on a natura! time. Under restriction to piece
wise smooth deformation paths, it is assumed that the stresses vary in time in a continu
ous and piecewise smooth manner. At the current state of·a materiał element, a (homo
geneous) constitutive relationship between the (right-hand) rates of stress and strain, no 
matter in which variables it is originally formulated, can be expressed as 

(2.2) N= N(F). 
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The constitutive function N(·) itself is functionally dependent on the strain history prior to 
the current instant, however, this dependence (as well as a piecewise-smooth dependence 
on E.) will not be indicated explicitly for simplicity. Following HILL [4], we assume that 
Eq. (2.2) admits a continuously differentiable potentia! U(F) (necessarily homogeneous 
of degree two), viz. 

(2.3) 
. au . . N = -. .  - = C(F) · F 

o FT ' 
. 1 . . . U(F) = lN(F) • F, 

()2[! 
C= . . ()FT()FT 

The resulting dependence of the instantaneous moduli C;jkl = Ck1ij on the direction 
of strain rate is assumed to be piecewise smooth but may be arbitrarily nonlinear and 
discontinuous. Existence of the potentia! and symmetry of the moduli are preserved 
when Eq. (2.2) is expressed in terms of rates of any work-conjugate pair of stress and 
strain measures [8]. For elastic materials, this symmetry property is a consequence of 
existence of a strain energy potentia!. Tt is well known [3] that the form (2.3) is valid for 
conventional elastoplastic models (with a smooth yield surface and a linear relationship 
(2.2) for the loading branch) if and only if the normality flow rule holds in work-conjugate 
variables. Equation (2.3) is acceptable also at a yield surface vertex but then it is no longer 
a consequence of the normałity flow rule akme. More generally, Eqs. (2.3) may be adopted 
as a constitutive restriction for solids other than e!astic-plastic. 

2.3. Boundary value problem and the fundamental deformation process 

We are concerned with isothermal deformations of the time-independent solid body 
subject to a quasi-static loading program. Let ,\ = ,\(t) denote a scalar loading parameter 
which varies continuously in "time" t (infinitely slowly with respect to a natura! time); it 
is convenient to keep the parameters t and ,\ as being distinct since t is always monoton
ically increasing while ,\(t.) need not be a monotonie function. The standard boundary 
value problem is considered bełow; an extension to a more general case of configuration
dependent conse!T'atiFe loading will be discussed later in Sect. 5. Assume that on a given 
nonzero part S„ of S the dispłacements u = ii(E,, ,\) are controlled while on a comple
mentary part Sr the nominał surface tractions T = T(E., ,\) (per unit reference area) are 
controlled. Nominał body forces b = b(E,, ,\) (per unit reference volume) are prescribed 
in V; note that ,\ need not be a łoad multipłier. The loading functions are assumed to 
be at least piecewise smooth with respect to their arguments and to exhibit no strong 
discontinuities other than across materiał surfaces or lines. An initial equilibrium state of 
the body at a certain value of ,\ is assumed to be known. 

Suppose that a theoretical quasi-static response of the body to the above loading 
program is known, at least in principle. The respective deformation process is described 
by x = x0(E,, t), E, E V, and called the fundamental process (path); the superscript O is 
used to distinguish the corresponding values of quantities of interest. We assume that the 
function x0 is continuous and at least piecewise continuously three times differentiable 
with respect to its arguments and, moreover, that the respective deformation gradient F0 
varies continuously in time while the velocity v0 is a continuous function of place. 

Let 1-V denote the linear space of admissible virtual velocity fields at any fixed ,\ (the 
fields from 1-V vanish on a given part S„ of the materia! surface 5). Different regularity 
restrictions could be imposed at this moment; we assume that W consists of all continuous 
and piecewise continuously twice difierentiable vector fields on V which vanish on S„. At 
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any .X, V = V(.X) denotes the class of kinematically admissible velocity fields v of the form 

V= v0 +w, w E w  (so that V =  � �� (E,, .X) on Su)- Note that any functional defined on V 

can equivalently be regarded as a certain other functional defined on the linear space W. 
Since the zero element of );V will have to be excluded in a number of formulae, it will be 
convenient to consider also the class );\! = {w E W : w f O}. 

In absence of moving strong discontinuities in N, b and T, and when inertia forces are 
neglected, any solution v E V to the first-order rate boundary value problem satisfies the 
rate form of the virtual work principle, viz. 

(2.4) J N(\7v) · \7wdV = J bwdV + J TwdS, for every w E W. 
\i Sr 

The variational equality (2.4) can be taken as a definition of a first-order solution; under 
the regularity restrictions imposed above, Eq. (2.4) is equivalent, by the well known trans
formation, to the standard !ocal conditions of continuing equilibrium in V and on Sr. In 
the fundamental process, Eq. (2.4) is satisfied by v0(t) at  every t ; it is recalled that the 
rates are understood in the right-hand sense. 

2.4. Basic functionals 

The following three functionals play an essential role in the analysis of uniqueness and 
stability (cf. [ 4 ]) :  

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

J(V)=: j(U(vv)-bv)dV- I TvdS, v E V, 

1 f' J0(w) = 7 \7w · c0• 'VwdV, 
- . 

w E W, 

J(w) = .J U(\7w) dV, w E w. 
\i 

The functionals are considered here at a certain stage of the fundamental deforma
tion process. The quadratic functional 111 is based on the so-called tangent moduli 
c0 = C(\7v0(t.), E.) corresponding to the fundamental continuation of deformation. The 
functional 1° is well detined if the constitutive potentia! U is twice differentiable at Vv0 
almost everywhere in V, i.e. except possibly in a region of zero volume only (on the elastic
plastic interface, for instance) .  This is tacitly assumed below whenever the functional 1° 
appears in considerations. 

A velocity field v E V is a solution to the rate boundary value problem if and only if 
it assigns to the functional (2.5) a stationary value [4], that is 

(2 .8) óJ(v, w) = O  for every w E W. 

Suppose now that a fundamental first-order solution v0 is known, which is common 
case in practice. Uniqueness of v0 is then ensured when [8] 

(2.9) J (N(vv) - N°) · (vv - Vv0) dV > O for every v E V, v f vt' . 
V 

Under the stronger condition that inequality (2.9) is valid ifv1 is replaced by any admissible 
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field from V, it was proved in (4, 8] that a velocity solution v' strictly minimizes the value 
of J(V) in V, viz. 

(2.10) J(V) > J(v0) for every v E V, v -:f= v'. 
As an extension of this result, we shall prove the following proposition: 

If v0 is a solutio11 to Eq. (2.4) then (2.9) implies (2.10) .  
In p r o o f, observe first that 

(2.11) 6J(v, w) = f (Ń(V'v) - Ń0) • V'wdV, 
\l 

on subtracting 6.J(\11, w) = O from the expression for 6J(v, w). It follows that Eq. (2.9) is 
equivalent to 

(2.12) 6J(v, v-v1) > O  for every v E V, v t= \?'; 
in passing, we note that (2.12) excludes (2.8) except for v = VI', implying uniqueness of 
the solution \11 on another route. From (A.8)(3) or (A.9) we obtain that if (2.12) holds 
then J (V) is increasing along any straight ''ray" in V with the origin at VI'. This completes 
the proof of (2.10). It is worth mentioning that (2.12) does not imply convexity of the 
functional J. 

Direct substitution shows that the uniqueness condition (2.9) holds if 

(2.13) J0(w) > O for every w E W, 

provided that !0 is well defined and that the following constitutive inequality is satisfied 
for F1 = V'v0 (19] 
(2.14) (Ń - Ń0) • (f' - :F0) 2: (i•' - :F1» · q:F0) • (f' - :F0) for every F. 

This is an extension of the well known "comparison theorem" [4] based on the concept 
of relative convexity of the constitutive potentia! with respect to that for an incrementally 
linear comparison materiał. It is pointed out that (2.14) is generally a weaker restriction 
than the relative convexity property with respect to the "tangent" comparison materia! 
since :F0 in (2.14) is fixed. That straightforward modification of Hill's theory brings a 
definite advantage since (2.14) can be derived from micromechanical considerations (20]. 

Comparison with the standard theorem of the calculus of variations suggests that 
(2.15) 1°(w)=b2J(v',w) 
whenever 1° is well defined, where 

(2.16) 82J(v1.w)= -?
1

1im(6J(V1' + 1w,w)-8J(v0,w))h 
_„_o 

is the second weak variation of J at v0 in the direction w. However, the regularity 
assumptions of the theorem are not satisfied and the proof requires some modification. 
To prove (2.15) directly, substitute (2.11) into (2.16), which yields 

(2.17) 62J(v1, w)= � lim J �(Ń(Vv0 + ArV'w)- Ń(Vv0)). V'wdV. 
2„-0 "V 

V I 

If the tangent moduli c0 are well defined almost everywhere in V then the integrand in 
(2.17) tends, as / ---. O, to the integrand in (2.6) al most everywhere in V. On account of 

(3) The letter "A" refers to formulae given in Appendix. 
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the estimate (A. 1)  the inte grand in (2 .17) for fixed w is uniformly bounded so that we can 
use the known theorem on the limiting passage under the integral sign. This completes 
the proof of (2.15). 

2.5. Energy interpretation 

The work of deformation in the body can be written down as 

(2. 18) w == I I N . dF dV' 
\/ 

where the stresses are determined pointwise by integration of the constitutive rate equa
tions (2.2) along the deformation path. A potentia! energy of the loading device which 
applies nomial surface tractions T and nomial body forces b independently of the body 
configuration can be expressed �s 

(2. 19) f2 == D(ii, .\) == - f budV - f TudS. 
V Sr 

Introduce the energy ftmctional [ 18, 19] 

(2.20) E==TV+f2 
defined for any kinematically admissible deformation process at varying or fixed .\. In 
general, E i s  a functional of  the deformation history due to path-dependence of W .  An 
increment of the value of E can be interpreted as the amount of energy which has to be 
supplied from external sources to the mechanical system consisting of the deformed body 
and the loading device in order to produce quasi-statistically a deformation increment, 
generally with the help of additional perturbing forces(4). It is emphasized that an incre
ment of the value of (-D) is generally not equal to the work done by the controlled loads 
unless b and T are constant in time. 

By appealing to the virtual work principle it can be shown that the body is in equilib
rium if and only if E(V), the first time derivative of the expression (2.20), has the same 
value for all kinematically admissible velocity fields from V. The value of the second time 
derivative E of E, when evaluated at an equilibrium state, does not depend on accelera
tions and d iffers from 2.J(V) only by a state-dependent constant, that is [ 18, 19)(5). 

(2.21 )  

The results quoted in the preceding subsection can now be given a n  energy interpre
tation, simply by replacing J by E in the formulae (2.8), (2. 10), (2. 12), (2.15). Explicitly, 
the stationarity principle (2.8) valid for any solution v becomes 

(2.22) {j E(v, w) == o for every w E w . 

The functional 1° which appears in the uniqueness condition (2. 13) and in the path insta-

(4) It is possible to considcr an enlarged system consisting of the mechanical system placed in an idea! heat 
resetvoir. In a quasi-static deformation proccss, an increment of E can be identified with an increment of the 
total interna) energy of the enlarged system. 

(5) There is a misprint in the proof given in [19]: in Eq. (18) there should be AW instead of i:V. 
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bility condition (2.30) below, has the following interpretation 

(2.23) 1°(-W) = �52 E('V1', w), w E w. 

The minimum property (2.10), implied by (2.9), is equivalent to 

(2.24) E(V) > E(vt') for every v E V , v f- vt' . 

527 

It is of interest to recall here the work interpretation of .J(V) which, unlike (2.21) ,  is 
restricted to velocity solutions. If  v satisfies (2.4) then we have the formula [5] 

(2.25) .J(V) = �( J tiidS- Jl>vdV- J Tvds), 
- Su 1' Sr 

where t = vŃ(vv) is the reaction-rate on 8„. When multiplied by the square of a small 
time increment, this is the second-order work done on corttrolled displacements minus 
the second-order work done by controlled loads. 

If A is fixed then an increment of E along any kinematically admissible path is equal 
to the work of deformation minus the work of the given Ioads and, for a deformation 
process starting from an equilibrium state with a velocity field w, we have [3] 

(2.26) 
1- -
-E(w) = I(w) at .X =  const, w E W. 
2 

This is in agreement with (2.21) since at constant .X the functional J reduces to I. Contrary 
to that for the functionals J and J0, the energy interpretation of I is well known. 

2.6. Energy criteria of instabilily 

As an object of the stability analysis we take a segment of the fundamental process 
x0 in some interval of t for a given loading program, generally at varying .X. In other 
words, we wish to investigate stability of a quasi-static motion of a system consisting of 
the deformed body and the loading device. Instability of equilibrium is regarded as a 
particular case of instability of the fundamental deformation process when .X is fixed. 
More precisely, at any deformation stage (at t = t1, say), the loading program may 
be stopped so that .X is kept fixed while the parameter t is increasing further up to 

t = t2, say; the loading program can then be continued with the shift in "time" t by 
t2 -t1. Under the assumption of quasi-static and rate-independent deformations, the 
fundamental deformation proceSS is then described by X= XO(E,, t) = XO(E,, t) where t = t, 
t = t1 or t = t - (t.2 - t1) fort < ii, t1 :::; t :::; t2 ort > t2, respectively. The dis
tinction between the processes x0 and X° is purely forma! and they are thus identified 
with each other. Instability of the equilibrium state x0(E,, t1) is now identified with in-
stability of the process xr' on an interval [t1, t2) which represents an infinite interval of 
a natura! time. If we assume that a process x0 stable on some interval of t must be 
stable also on any subinterval, then instability of an equilibrium state (at t = t1, say) 
implies instability (on any open interval containing t1) of the process x0 going through 
this state. 

Without assuming any particular definition of stability, we define now the concept of 
"instability in the energy sense". An equilibrium state is said to be unstable in the energy 
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sense if 

(2.27) E(w) < O for same w E W at >. = const. 

This condition is equivalent to that given in [9] as a part of a set of sufficiency conditions 
for instability of equilibrium in a dynamie sense. Although (2.27) means that a sponta
neous departure from the equilibrium state is energetically possible, no convincing generał 
argument has been given yet, to the author's knowledge, that (2.27) alone is sufficient for 
instability of equilibrium in a dynamie sense. 

The fundamental process x0 is said to be unstable in the energy sense at same stage 
of the deformation if the respective velocity solution v0 does not minimize the value of E 
in V, that is, if 

(2 .28) E(V) < E(v0) for same v E V . 

Alternatively, as a condition necessary for stability of the fundamental process in the 
energy sense, we take 

(2.29) E(v) 2: E;(v0) for every v E V. 

This condition was proposed by the author [ 18, 19] as an intuitive criterion for predicting 
instability of a plastic deformation process(6). In the special cases when >. = const or when 
U is quadratic, (2.28) reduces to (2.27). Since at an equilibrium state the value of E(V) 
is independent of v, the condition (2.28) (or (2.29)) can be written down in an equivalent 

incrementa! form as '1E < '1E0 (or '1E 2: '1E0), w he re '1E0 and '1E = E L).t + � E( L).t )2 
are increments of E evaluated to second order along the fundamental path and along any 
kinematically admissible branching path, respectively. 

On the basis of the identity (2.21) and with the help of the constitutive inequality 
(2.14), the onset of instability found Crom this energy criterion has been shown [19] to 
coincide with the primary bifurcation point for a class of plasticity problems. We recall 
briefly that (2.28) (but not (2.27)) is implied by 

(2.30) J0(w) < O for same w E W, 

on account of (2.23). In typical cases examined so far in the literature, (2.30) is met along 
the primary deformation path immediately beyond the instant of primary bifurcation. I n  
tum, by comparison with the minimum property (2.24 ) ,  the inequality (2.29) holds i n  the 
uniqueness range (2.9). If (2. 14) is valid then (2.29) holds exactly as long as J0(w) is 
nonnegative on W. This follows from the implication: (2.13) :::::} (2.9) :::::} (2.24) which 
remains true when ( >) is replaced in each of the inequalities by (�). 

By appealing to homogeneity and continuity of U (F) it can be shown that (2.27) im
plies (2.28) [ 19] but the converse need not be true. This is in accord with the relation 
between instability of equilibrium and instability of a deformation process, and allows 
to treat (2.28) as a single energy criterion applicable to a variety of problems of inelas
tic instability. Below we will examine the question whether fulfillment of the condition 
(2.28) (or of (2.27) in particular) is connected with an instability in a physically acceptable 
sense. 

(6) The criterion was initially formulated [18] a� a consequence of a more stringent postulate of stability of 
a deformation process at presence of persistent disturbances for which an energy mea�ure wa� adopted. Later 
[19], the criterion in an incrementa) form wa� introduced a� an independent hypothesis. 
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3. Discretized problems 

In this section, admissible variations of velocities (or of displacements) are· restricted 
to the form 

N 
(3.1) w(t.) = L:: tvf{l3J((t.). 

I\ =I 

where 13 K are given "shape functions" from the class W and w K are arbitrary scalar 
coefficients. Their number N is finite so that the fields (3. 1)  form a finite-dimensional 
subspace WN of W; it will be convenient to define also a set WN = {w E WN 

: wł O}. 
The definition of a solution is accordingly changed, following the standard d iscretization 
procedure. 

3.1. Instability o f  equilibrium 

Throughout this subsection ,\ is kept constant, t is identified with a natura! time, and 
inertia forces are taken into account. Let LlN(t) = N(t) - N° denote a stress increment 
along a deformation path starting from an equilibrium state. By subtracting the virtual 
work expressions in the initial and current instants, the discretized equations of motion 
can be written in the form 

(3 .2) J (LlN. VW+ eaw) dV =o for every 
\' 

-N WEW ' 

where I? is the materiał density in the reference configuration and a = ii denote acceler
ations. 

We will examine the possibility of departure from an equilibrium configuration u0 
along a direct path of deformation which, by definition, can be approximated by a straight 
path 

(3.3) u(t) = u0 + A(t)w. A(O) =O, A. > o - ' 

for sufficiently small values of A and for some fixed w E WN. Along straight (direct) 
paths, the direction of velocity gradient remains (approximately) constant and the rates 
in (2.2) can be replaced by small increments of N and F with a negligible error. Hence, 
for a path (3.3) and small A we obtain 

(3.4) ..1N(t) = A(t)Neą(V'w), 

where Neq(-) denotes the constitutive function at the considered equilibrium state. The 
approximation involved in (3.4) is similar to that in the linear theory of elastic stability, 
however, the distinction is that in path-dependent inelastic solids (3.4) need not be a valid 
approximation for circuitous paths corresponding to variable w. 

Since )i\/N is finite-dimensional and U depends continuously on F, the functional (2.7) 
is continuous in wN and, when constrained to a Ievel set of the function 

(3 .5) <P(w) = � J elwl2 dV , 
\! 

attains a minimum at some w* E WN. By the method of Lagrangian multipłiers, there is 
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a number 11 such that 

(3.6) H(w*. w) = P ó<P(w*, w) for every -N w E W  . 

At the equilibrium state, this reads 

(3.7) J Ńcq(V'w*) · \iwdV = Jl J gw*wdV, 
V V 

for every - -N wE W . 

H. PETRYK 

On multiplying both sides of (3.7) by A and using (3.4) we obtain that the stresses along the 
deformation path (3.3) satisfy (within the approximations involved in (3.4)) the discretized 
equations of motion (3.2) provided in (3.3) we take w = w* and A(t) such that 

(3.8) A = -pA. 

Clearly, the sign of Jl decides whether there is a tendency to decrease or to increase the 
speed of depanure from equilibrium. 

By homogeneity of degree two of I and <P, substitution of w = w* into (3.6) yields 
I(w*) = ft<l>(w*) and 

(3 .9) . I(w) JL= _mm -(-) . 
wEWN <]>W 

Suppose that the equilibrium state is unstable in the energy sense (2.27), with W 
replaced by WN. From (2.26) we obtain that I(w) takes negative values for some w E WN 
so that 11 < O. As an admissible function A(t) in (3.3) satisfying (3.8) we can thus take 
(3.10) A(l) = (c/1>:) sh(1d), 1>: = ( -p)112 , c: > O 
which corresponds to a free inertial motion starting from the equilibrium state at t = O with 
initial velocities c:w*. Evidently, a given small finite distance from the initial equilibrium 
configuration is exceeded for t sufficiently large no matter how small c is. We have thus 
proved the following theorem on instability in the first approximation: 

If an equilibrium state of a discretized system is zmstable in the energy sense (227) (with 
W replaced by vVN) then it is also zmstable in the dynamie sense for vanishingly small initial 
disturbances, und er the approximation (3.4 )(7). 

An alternative to (3.10) is A(l) = (s"/1.:)(cosh(1..:t) - 1) which corresponds to another 
disturbance: initial velocit ies at l = O are not perturbed but rather a system of perturbing 
forces is applied. For that function A(t) we have A = -1tA + EK, and by an analogous 
argument as above we obtain that the perturbing forces corresponding to the path (3.3)  
with w = w* are constant in time and are vanishingly small when c: tends to zero. For 
t � r, say, we can take A(t) = (c/1>:)(cosh(1>:t) - cosh(1>:(t - r))) which corresponds to 
a further motion free of perturbing forces since (3.8) is again satisfied. Hence, under 
the same approximations as above, instability of equilibrium in the energy sense (2.27) 
can be given the following interpretation: if (2.27) ho/ds then a finite distance from the 
equilibriwn config11ratio11 can be reached in a dynamie motion caused by arbitrarily small 
perturbing f o re es. 

The method used here to demonstrate dynamie instability of equilibrium of an inelastic 
time-independent system is an extension of the well known "kinetic" method for linear 

<7) It appears likcly thai undcr reasonable regularity restrictions on the variation of the constitutive response 
Ń(F) along a smooth deformation path, a dynamie path with initial velocities ew* at µ < o will be sufficientły 
close to the straight path in order to dcmonstrate instability of a discretized system without any constitutive 
approximations. 
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elastic systems where /t is defined as a square of the lowest natura! frequency of vibrations. 
Of course, for inelastic solids p defined by (3.9) has no longer this special interpretation. 
At the present generality, the above proof of instability seems to be new. 

The limiting case when I is just positive semi-definite (Jt = O) corresponds, under the 
approximation (3.4), also to dynamie instability of the considered equilibrium configura
tion which can be left with velocities Ew* constant in time(8). 

Hence, und er the approximation (3.4 ), a departure from equilibrium in a direction W* 
is dynamically possible at vanishingly small disturbances unless 

(3. 1 1 )  J(w) > 0 for every W E WN. 
On the other hand, (3. 1 1) excludes such a departure in any direction from w N by ensuring 
an insufficiency of energy (3, 4], as can be seen from the identity (2.26). The condition 
(3. 1 1 )  is thus necessary and sufficient for a kind of stability which may be called directional 
stability of equilihriwn (of a discretized system). It must be pointed out that due to path
dependence of the materia!, (3. 1 1 )  does not guarantee stability for arbitrarily circuitous 
paths unless further assumptions are introduced (cf. (3, 4, 9, 17]). 

3.2. Instability o f  a deformation process 

Consider now the fundamental process x0 of quasi-static deformation at varying A. 
Admissible velocity fields in the discretized problem have the form v = v0 + w where 
w E WN; the class of such fields v is denoted by VN. A velocity field v E VN is called 
a solution to the discretized (quasi-static) rate-problem if (2.4) holds for every w E WN, 
and not necessarily for every w E }V. In this subsection the fundamental velocity field v0 
needs to be a solution in this weakened sense only. In analogy to (2.8), any solution v to 
the discretized rate-problem is characterized by the stationarity property 

(3 . 12) óJ(v, w) = 0 for every w E WN. 

Since U is a continuously differentiable function of F ,  J is differentiable in VN and it 
follows that a minimizer of J in VN is automatically a solution. In generał, J may be 
unbounded from below so that an absolute minimum need not be attained. However, this 
cannot happen if the equilibrium state at which the discretized rate-problem is formulated 
is directionally stable in the sense of (3.11 ) .  As shown in Subsect. A.3 of Appendix we 
have the following 

TI-IEOREM 1. lf (3. 11) ho/ds then the discretized rate-prob/em has a so/ution which assigns 
to the fimctiona/ .J its abso/ute minimum va/ue in VN. 

This existence theorem provides an interpretation for instability of the fundamental 
deformation process in the energy sense (2.28) when equilibrium states in the process are 
(directionally) stable. In the range of validity of (2.24), the solution guaranteed by the 
above theorem coincides with v0• However, if (2.28) holds true (with V replaced by VN ), 
or equivalently, if 

(3 .13) J (V) < J (V1» for same v E vN , 

(8) When higher-order terms are taken into account thcn, depcnding on the problem, we can expcct either 
instability of equilihrium (at constant .\) or path bifurcation at va1ying ,\ (with ,\ = O initiałły), in analogy to 
the critical state of an elastic conse1vativc system. 
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then the solution guaranteed by the Theorem must be distinct from the fundamental 
solution v0• Hence, we have the following Corollary: 

At any stage of deformation of a discretized system, if (3. 11) ho/ds and the fimdamental 
process is unstahle in the energy seme (2.28) (with V replaced by VN ), then there is a velocity 
solution different from v0• 

Evidently, the solution in velocities is nonunique also when y<l does minimize J in VN 
but the minimum is not strict. 

If the fundamental mod uli c0 corresponding to the solution vii are well defined almost 
everywhere in \/ then, by (2.15), a necessary condition for y<l to be a minimizer of J in 
VN is that 

(3. 14) I11(w) �O for every w E wN, 

or equivalently, that the tangent stiffness matrix is positive definite or at least positive 
semi-definite (cf. [21]). Hence, we have proved the following theorem: 

For a discretized !>}'Stem, there is a bifi1rcation in velocities at every point on the fimda
mental path a/ang which (3. 1 1) ho/ds and (3. 14) does not. 

This generalizes the well known observation [23, 12, 10] that the incremental response 
of a straight plastic column under increasing compressive loading is nonunique between 
the tangent modulus load (above which (3. 14) fails) and the reduced modulus load (at 
which (3. 1 1) fails). 

Contrary to the bifurcation at the typical critical instant at which 1° is just positive 
semi-definite, in the range (3. 13) the secondary solution v* which minimizes J(V) in vN 
must correspond to a moduli field different from the fundamental moduli field c0• For, 
if the mod uli fields were the same, then straightforward transformations with the help of 
symmetry of the moduli would yield J(v* ) - J(v1) = J11(v* - v0). This would contradict 
(3. 13) Since from (2.1 1)  and (3 .12) we would have J0(v* - v0) = 8.J(v* , v* - v0) = 0. 

We may assume that there exists a quasi-static deformation path initiated with the 
displacement rate field v* (for at least one minimizer if the minimum is not strict). Since 
v* t- vl, the bifurcating path deviates from the fundamental one on a finite distance after 
some time increment, without the need of any disturbances if we neglect inaccuracy of 
the solution due to discretization of the problem. If this were only possible at an isolated 
instant then this would not suffice to conclude about instability of the fundamental post
bifurcation branch. However, as shown above, if (3.11)  and (3.13) hold along a segment of 
the fundamental path then the bifurcation is possible at evel}' point of the segment. This 
must be interpreted as an instability of the fundamental deformation process. For, if the 
velocity solutions at a bifurcation point have comparable chances to determine the actual 
continuation of the deformation then any segment of the considered fundamental path, no 
matter how short, has zero probability to be followed due to existence of infinitely many 
alternatives. Moreover, the secondary continuations of the deformation are energetically 
preferable, according to (2.21), the incremental form of (2.28) and the interpretation of 
an increment of E. From a physical point of view, this provides an additional argument 
for rejecting the fundamental solution (9). 

(9) Recently, BAZANT [I) considered a possibility of deriving a criterion of path stability from thermodynamic 
considerations. Not going into a discussion on thermodynamic aspects of stability, we mention only that within 
the class of problems considercd here the finał criterion of choice of a stable path obtained by BAZANT (Eq. (35) 
in [1]) represents, on account of (2.25) and (2.22), a particular case of the energy criterion (2.29) (cf. Eq. (17) 
in [Hl)). 
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To summarize, if a discretized problem is considered then the energy inequality (2.28) 
with V replaced by VN, equivalent to (3.13), can be accepted as a sufficient condition 
for instability of the fundamental deformation process in the following sense. If (3.13) is 
satisfied when (3. 11 )  fails (typically beyond a limit point) then at any fixed .Ą the current 
equilibrium state is unstable in the dynamie sense discussed. If (3.13) is satisfied in some 
interval of .Ą when (3.11) stili holds (typically beyond a primary bifurcation point if (3.14) 
fails) then the fundamental deformation path can be left quasi-statically starting from any 
.Ą, even in absence of disturbances. This confirms the previous supposition that fulfillment 
of (2.29) is necessary for path stability. 

It is worth pointing out that the instability condition (2.28) is applicable irrespectively 
of the character of the cr.itical point itself (for instance, instability may be induced by 
a discontinuous drop of the incrementa! stiffness of the materiał, without singularity of 
the tangent stiffness matrix at the critical point). It can be applied also to a secondary 
post-bifurcation path since it is a matter of choice which path is regarded as fundamental. 
Using (2.29) as a necessary condition for path stability, PETRYK and THERMANN [21] 
have proposed a new computational method for crossing bifurcation points with automatic 
rejection of an unstable post-bifurcation branch. 

4. Instability of continuous systems 

The results obtained in the preceding section for a discretized problem cannot be 
automatically extended to infinite-dimensional continuous systems. An essential point in 
proving instability was that a minimum of the considered functionals was actually attained, 
which need not be the case when the functional space W is infinite-dimensional. 

Measures of the distance between two configurations of a continuous body are in 
generał not equivalent to each other. Taking into account that rigid body displacements 
at fixed .Ą have been excluded, we will use the measure 

(4.1) llwll = ( J IV'wl
2c1v) 112 

V 

which is a norm on the linear space W (cf. also the estimates (A.5)). 

4.1. Directionał stabiłity of ec1uiłibrium 

I f  (2.27) holds and WN approximates W sufficiently well then E(w) takes negative 
values also in wN so that µ defined by (3.9) is negative. Hence, instability of equilibrium 
in the dynamie sense discussed in the preceding section can be inferred from (2.27) for 
any sufficiently '"fine" discretization of the problem. On this basis we may assume, as a 
hypothesis, that the condition (2.27) is sufficient for a dynamie instability of equilibrium 
also for a non-discretized continuum. This is confirmed when a minimum of I(w) on a 
hypersurface <P(w) = const in W is actually attained so that the proof from Sect. 3, with 
WN replaced by W, remains valid. A general proof that (2.27) implies dynamie instability 
of a continuum is lacking at present; note that the functional I(w) may be unbounded 
from below on a hypersurface <P(w) = const in an infinite-dimensional space. 

For the discretized problem, fulfillment of the condition (3.11) ensured that the dis
tance from equilibrium attainable on a straight (direct) path vanished with a vanishing in-
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put of the energy supplied by a disturbance. The same inequality in an infinite-dimensional 
space does not ensure this rigorously since I(w) may approach zero in a non-trivia! way 
without achieving it. A possible extension of (3 . 1 1) to the continuum problem is that I(w) 
is uniformly positive, that is 

(4.2) I(w) 2: a l lwll2 for every w E W ,  

where a is a positive parameter, independent of place, which may be arbitrarily small. 
Equilibrium states of a continuum are said to be directionally stable if (4.2) holds; in a 
finite-dimensional space the conditions in (3 . 11 )  and (4.2) are equivalent to each other. 
As already remarked in Sect. 3, without further assumptions (4.2) cannot be regarded as 
being sufficient for dynamie stability of equilibrium for arbitrarily circuitous paths. 

The parameter a can be defined as 

(4.3) 

From (A.3) with v = O it follows that a has always a finite value. We can expect that in 
typical circumstances a will vary along a deformation path and differ from zero with the 
exception of isolated points between the ranges where a > O and a < O, that is, between 
the ranges of validity of ( 4.2) and (2.27). This means that in practice the condition ( 4.2) 
will frequently represent a negation of (2.27), possibly except at a critical point itself. 
Note that if the infimum in (4.3) is equal to zero and is actually reached in W, then we 
have an eigenstate [9, 7]. 

4.2. Instability of a deformalion process 

Consider a certain stage of the fundamental process. We shall assume below that ( 4.2) 
holds for some constant a > O. Then it can be proved (see Subsect. A.2 of Appendix) 
that 

(4.4) J (V) - +oo when l lvl l  - oo , v E V  

and that J (V) is bounded from below in V. 
Contrary to the finite-dimensional case, a minimum of J in V need not in generał be 

attained, even if  vV is  enlarged to be a complete space (the Sobolev space, for instance). 
Therefore, we modify the argument from the preceding section and examine a minimizing 
sequence rather than a minimizer itself. 

Let {Vn} E V, n = 1 , 2, . . .  , be a minimizing sequence, i.e. such that 

(4.5) .J (v„ )  - d = jnf .J (V) as n -+  oo .  
vEV 

For instance, the minimizing sequence can be determined by the Ritz method and the 
velocity fields v„ can be the solutions to a sequence of discretized rate-problems. As 
proved in Subsect. A.4 of Appendix, the sequence has the following property: 

(4.6) l c5J(v„ , w) l ::; E„ J lwll for every w E W , where E„ -+ 0  as n -+ oo .  

Since the first variation of J vanishes at a solution field, its convergence to zero accord
ing to (4.6) means that inaccuracy of satisfying the equations of continuing equilibrium 
by the velocity fields v11 tends in a sense to zero. To clarify this, observe first that each 
velocity field v from V can be treated as a solution to the system of perturbed equations 
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of continuing equilibrium, viz. 

(4.7) 
Div NT + b + 6• = O in V \ SD , v D (N] + t• = O on SD , 

vN = T + T* on Sr , 
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where the volume and sur face densities 6• = 6• (V), t• = t• (V) of the rates of perturbing 
forces are uniquely defined (Iocally) for each v (for simplicity, their dependence on E. 
is not indicated explicitly). SD stands for a collection of the surfaces of discontinuity 
(with VD being a unit norma! in the reference configuration and [-] denoting the jump) 
of the modu li ( e.g. across an elastic/plastic interface) or of the velocity gradient. The first 
variation of J ,  after trans forming it by using the Green theorem and substituting ( 4.7), 
can be written down in the form 

(4 .8) 8 .J (v. w) = f 6* (v) w dv + f T* (V) w dS .  
\I Sr US o 

Consider an arbitrary materia! subdomain G � V with a piecewise regular boundary 
fJG and denote by P* (C) the total perturbing force acting on G, including the perturbing 
tractions acting over ()G. Assuming that SD n G does not change discontinuously in 
time and that b* and T* are initially zero, the rate of P* ( G) which results from b* (V) is 
expressed by 

(4.9) i>* (G. V) = f b* (V) cW + J T* (V) dS . 
G Gn(Sr USo )  

In  Subsect. A.5 of  Appendix it is proved that for  a sequence (v„ ) of  velocity fields 
satisfying (4.6), the rates i>• (G, v11 ) of perturbing forces acting on any G satisfy the in
equality 

(4.10) 

and tend thus to zero as n __. •X> provided the domain G is fixed or varies with n such 
that its boundary measure I C)GI is bounded. 

Perturbations of continuing equilibriwn characterized by ( 4.6) may thus be regarded as 
vanishingly small when 11 - =· In typical circumstances expected in the uniqueness range 
(2.9), such perturbations can cause only vanishingly small changes of the velocity field. To 
show this, suppose that 

(4.11) 8 .J (v, v - v0) 2 b l lv - v0i i 2  for every v E V  

for some positive constant b. Strictly speaking, the condition ( 4.11) is stronger than 
(2.12), however, in usual circumstances the ranges of validity of (2.12) and (4.11) along 
a deformation path can be expected to coincide, with the exception of isolated instants 
(cf. the discussion of ( 4.2)). In particular, if the constitutive inequality (2.14) holds then 
(4.11) is ensured so long as J0(w) ;::: b l lwl l 2 .  On substituting v„ in place of v into (4.11) 
and using (4.6) we obtain that l lv„ - v"l l  ::; c:„ /b. It follows that if (4.11) ho/ds then any 
sequence {Vn } satisfying ( 4.6) tends to v' in the sense that 

(4.12) l l v„ - v0 1 1 - o as n - = .  

The situation is different when the process is unstable in the energy sense (2.28). As 
shown above, if (4.2) holds then (4.6) and thus also (4.10) are true for any sequence (vn ) 
minimizing J(v) in V. On account of (2.21), for a minimizing sequence (v„ ) satisfying 
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(4.5) we thus have .J(V11) - .J(v„) > € = const > O  for n sufficiently large. Prom (4.4) and 
(A.7) it follows that the distance (4.1 )  between the perturbed and fundamental velocity 
fields remains finite as the infimum of .J(V) is approached at n --;. =, viz. 

(4. 13)  ;Hz > l lv,,. - v11 l l  > M1 for n > 1{ 
for some positive constants M1 ,  M2 and I\ . Hence, we have proved the following instability 
theorem: 

Tl-IEOREM 2. If (4.2) ho/ds and the fimdamental process is unstable in the energy sense 
(2.28) then finite deFiations from the fimdamental velocity field, measured by (4.1 ) ,  can be 
caused by mnishingly small pe1turbations of the equations of continuing equilibrium, in the 
sense of ( 4.6) and ( 4.10)(10). 

In short but less precisely (see below), we may say that if (2.28) holds simultaneously 
with (4.2) then the fundamental process is unstable in the sense of sensitivity of the 
incrementa! deformation to arbitrarily small perturbing forces. 

If it happens that the infimum value in (4.5) is reached then the rates of perturbing 
forces can be exactly zero. In that case the path instability in the sense of Theorem 2 
in some interval of ,\ is associated with persisting nonuniqueness in velocities, as in the 
finite-dimensional case considered in the preceding section. 

Let ( 4.2) and (2.28) hold along the fundamental deformation path in a certain interval 
of ,\. As shown above, at each equilibrium state of the body within that interval there 
exists a sequence of perturbed velocity fields v,,. satisfying (4.5) and (4.13) while the rates 
of perturbing forces lend to zero in the sense of (4.10) . Consider a perturbed deformation 
path initiated with a displacement rate field v„ ; we assume that if the rates of perturbing 
forces are kept fixed along the path then variations of the velocity field in a small interval 
of ,\ along any such path can be neglected. According to (4. 13),  the measure (4.1 )  of the 
distance between body configurations in the fundamental and perturbed processes grows 
then in time with a finite rate and achieves a given small but finite value after a small 
time increment. This distance can be reached at perturbing forces as small as we please 
if n is taken sufficiently large, with the initial instant of their application being arbitrarily 
chosen from the considered interval of ,\. 

This is the fina! interpretation of the path instability implied by (2.28) when each 
equilibrium state separately is directionally stable. As remarked in the Introduction, that 
kind of instability corresponds to the instability of a process for so-called persistent dis
turbances in the absence of initial disturbances. However, it must be noted that the 
transition from the conclusion of Theorem 2 formulated in terms of the rates to the finał 
statement for the i11creme11ts, although it may seem intuitively obvious, is not mathemat
ically rigorous in view of the additional assumption made. From a physical point of view, 
the conclusion about instability is strengthened by the fact that for n sufficiently large the 
perturbed continuations correspond to a smaller value of .J and require thus incrementally 
less energy to be supplied to the system than the fundamental continuation. This follows 
from (2.21), (4.5), the incrementa! form of (2.28) and the interpretation of an increment 
of E. 

(10) In an equivalent formulation, if (4.2) and (2.28) hold simultaneously then there is c > O such that for 
every 'Y > (), however small, there is v„ E V  satisfying lóJ(v„ , w)! < 'Yl !wll for every w E w and li>*(G , V-y ) I  < 
'YIBGI for every G and such that l !v..,, - Vl'l l  ? "· 
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5. Extension to configuration-dependent conservative loading 

In the cases of an elastic support or fluid-pressure loading, the nominał surface trac
tions T on Sr are not only functions of� and ,\ but depend also on the actual displacements 

"' or their surface gradients. For one- or two-dimensional idealizations of the solid body, 
�;;:r generalized body forces dependent in a similar way on the displacement field are induced 

by lateral surface tractions; other examples can also be given. Suppose thus (cf. [6, 8]) 
that the incrementa! loading consists not only of a controllable part ( distinguished by a 
bar), as it was assumed above, but also of a deformation-sensitive part, that is 

(5 .1)  i' = T + f(V) , b = ii + g(V) , 
,.1_...�-:,..,...,_ 

where f(vfan'd g(V) are linear homogeneous expressions in the velocity v and its gradient 
\7v at the considered materiał point. Coefficients in the expressions may depend piece
wise continuously on E. and sufficiently smoothly on ,\ and ii. We show below in outline 
(cf. [ 19]) that the energy criteria of instability can be extended to the case of configuration
dependent loading corresponding to (5.1) provided the loading is consel<'ative in an overall 
sense (cf. [6, 22]) .  Namely, it is assumed that when ,\ is fixed then the total work done by 
the body forces b = b(E,, ,\ , u) and surface tractions T = T(E,, ,\ , u) in any virtual motion 
compatible with the kinematic constraints and leading from a configuration u0 to any 
sufficiently cłose configuration ii is pat/i-independent, viz. 

u u 

(5.2) J J b du d V + J J T du dS = il(ii0 , ,\) - il(u, ,\) , ,\ = const. 

The functional il(ii, ,\) is defined to within an additive function of ,\ which may be chosen 
arbitrarily. For a physically appropriate choice of that function, Q can be idestified with 
the potentia! energy of the loading device. When ,\ is varying then, in generał, the left
hand expression in (5.2) is path-dependent and differs from the respective increment of 
(-il). 

At a given body configuration u0 at certain .A, introduce the bilinear functional Q of 
velocities (or their variations) and the respective quadratic functional R, defined by 

(5 .3) Q(v1 , v2) =  f g(v1 ) v2 dV + J r(v1 ) v2 dS ,  R(V) = - �Q(v, V) . 
V 

The first variation of T and b at fixed .A can be identified with f and g, respectively. Path
independence of the left-hand expression in (5.2) requires (cf. e.g. [24]) that Q(w1 , w) 
= Q(w, w1) for every w1 , w E W. Substitution of the difference of two fields from V in 
place of w1 shows that the value of the expression: Q(v, w) - Q(w, V) is independent of 
v E V. Since f and g depend only locally on v this expression vanishes if v = O in V 
wherever w =f O. Consequently, it must vanish, by a suitable choice of v, if w = O in some 
neighborhood of Su , and hence for every w E W by the limit transition. It follows that 
(5.2) implies 

(5.4) 

this is an extension of HILL'S [6] "self-adjointness" condition for surface loading to the 
loading (5.1) .  
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From (5.1), (5.3) and (5.4) we obtain the equality 

(5 .5) J bwdV + J twdS' = J l>wdV + J TwdS' - 6R(v, w) 
V ST V ST 
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valid for every v E V and w E }V. By using this identity it can be showu (cf. [6, 19]) that all 
conclusions from the Sect. 2 remain valid when the basie functionals J,  111, I are modified 
by adding to the right-hand expressions in (2.5) and (2.6), (2.7) the quadratic form R(V) 
and R(w), respectively. Accordingly, R(v- v0) and R(w) have to be added to the integral 
expressions in (2.9) and (2.17), respectively, while Q(v - v0, w) has to be subtracted from 
the right-hand expression in (2.l l). Instead of (2.19), by the trapezoid rule of quadrature 
we obtain the following second-order expression for the difference between the values of 
Q in two body configurations close to each other: 

(5.6) D(u0 + w, .A) - D(u0 , .A) = - f bwdV - f TwdS' + R(w) + o( l lwi i 2) . 
V ST 

The other formulae in Sect. 2 remain unchanged, including the definition (2.20) of the 
energy functional and the basie identity (2.21) [19] . 

Similar modifications of the formulae in Sects. 3 and 4 are straightforward and hence 
need not be given in detail. By applying the Cauchy inequality and (A.5) to (5.3) it can 
be shown that the estimates in Appendix remain true (with modified constants). The 
theorems from Sects. 3 and 4 remain thus valid for the incrementa! loading (5 .1)  provided 
the loading is conservative in the sense of (5.2). 

6. Conclusions 

The principal results established above can be summarized as follows: 
(i) If an equilibrium state of a discretized system is unstable in the energy sense (2.27) 

then it is also unstable in the dynamie sense, under the constitutive approximation (3.4). 
(ii) I f  a process of quasi-static deformation of a discretized system is unstable in the 

energy sense (2.28) while the traversed equilibrium states are (directionally) stable then 
there is bifurcation in velocities at every such state, and the secondary solutions minimize 
the second-order increment of energy to be supplied to the system. 

(iii) Under assumptions as in (ii) above but for a continuous system, the deformation 
process is unstable for persistent disturbances, in the sense of sensitivity of the incrementa! 
deformation to arbitrarily small perturbing forces. 

More precise formulations have been given in preceding sections. The result (i) indi
cates that the familiar second-order energy inequality at constant loading (cf. (3. 1 1 )  and 
(2.26)), usually interpreted as a sufficiency condition for stability of equilibrium, may be 
interpreted (with a sign 2'.) as a condition necessary for stability in a dynamie sense. From 
(ii) we ob ta in that if the tangent stiffness matrix becomes indefinite (cf. (2.30)) along a 
deformation path without loss of stability of equilibrium, then a continuous nonunique
ness range is entered; moreover, the secondary solutions are energetically preferable. For 
continuous systems under analogous circumstances, the persisting possibility of path bi
furcation is, according to (iii), replaced in generał by the persisting possibility of switching 
to a secondary deformation path under action of arbitrarily small perturbing forces. Simi
larly to the case (ii), the secondary deformation modes are energetically preferable to the 
fundamental continuation. 
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Those statements and conclusions at the present generality are believed to be new. 
The obtained results lend support to the hypothesis that, for a broad class of problems, 
the theoretical deformation processes characterized by (2.28) are unstable in a p hysically 
meaningful sense and hence cannot be practically realized in a physical system. Certainly, 
there are many aspects of instability in inelastic solids which stili remain to be examined; 
as remarked in the Introduction, investigation in that direction has been rather limited. 

7. Illustration 

To illustrate the meaning of the instability condition (2.28) on a possibly simple and 
well-known example, consider the classical Shanley model of an elastic-plastic column with 
a central two-flange hinge l23). The model has two degrees of freedom: the rotation angle 
B of rigid arms and the relative vertical displacement u of the end points (Fig. l a);  v can 
thus be identified with (O . i1) . We will examine stability of the fundamental deformation 
process () = O when the vertical compressive load P = >.(t) is a given increasing function 
of time, SO that n = - p lt. At a certain stage of the fundamental process, the rate of the 
force carried by an elastoplastic flange (!\), J( = 1 or 2, is given by PK = L(eK ) eK (no 
sum), where eK is the shortening rate of the flange (taken positive for compression). L(e) 
is equal to Lp (current tangent modulus) or to Le (elastic modulus) for e > O (loading) 
or e < O (unloading), respectively, with Le > Lp > O. At an unbuckled configuration 
with the current dimensions as shown in Fig. la we have e1 = u + B, ez = u - (J while 

ii = j (e"1 + €2) + 2L02 (all variables are treated as nondimensional). Elementary calculations 
show-that at an unbuckled equilibrium state we have 

. l .. . 1 .. 1 „ 1 2 . .„ 
(7. 1 )  J(O ,  1"1) = )E(O, i1) + ) Pu= -L(e1 )e1 + -L(e2)ć2 - Pu - po�t . 

- - 2 2 
The graph of J ( (J ,  it) consists of four quadrics joined smoothly along the lin es (J = ±u. The 
uniqueness range (2.9) corresponds to P < P1, where Pi = Lp/ I is the tangent modulus 
load, and in this range the expression (7. 1 )  is minimized by the fundamental continuation 
(JO = O, u0 = p /2L,„ If Lp decreases continuously along the fundamental path then the 
uniqueness range terminates at P = Pi; this is the primary bifurcation point at which 
an absolute minimum of J(B ,  ii) is attained at any v from the "fan" of velocity solutions: 
it = 1i0, IB I  :=:; 1i0 (cf. Fig. l a). However, if Lp and thus also Pi decrease discontinuously 
then the range P > P1 need not be preceded by P = Pi. Within the range Pi < P < Pr, 
where Pr = 2L, L1,/ I( Le + Lp) is the reduced moduł us load, the fundamental solution 
(B0, i1°) becomes a saddle point of J so that (2.28) is met while the condition (3. 1 1) of 
stability of equilibrium is stili satisfied. In accord with Theorem 1,  along this segment 
of the fundamental path the absolute minimum value of J is attained at the secondary 
solution points (cf. Fig. lb) which are easily found to be 

. p 
(7.2) B* = ±

?L 
::: , - p 

ti* = ?
P
L

. 
( 1  + (P/ Pt - l)z) , 

- p 
where 

„ = 1 - Lp / Le 
- - 2(1 - P/Pr ) . 

As P is increasing, the column can start to buckie with these rates at any point along 
the segment, without any perturbing forces: this is the present interpretation of the path 
instability associated with (2.28). According to the energy interpretation of J,  buckling 
initiated with (ii* , O* ) requires incrementally less energy to be supplied to the system than 
the fundamental solution, i.e. LJ.E* < LJ.E0• If P(t) is a gravitational force coming from a 



O) 
5r--����r--������������������ 

3 

P= l.2 P, < P, 

o 2 5 

FIG. 1. Representation of the velocity functional (2.5) for the Shanley column (a) at the tangent modulus łoad, 
(b) between the tangent and reduced modulus loads. Numerical values correspond to 

P/�Lp = 1, Lp/L. = 0.5, Lp = 1. Contours of J(iJ, u) > O  are not shown. 
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mass suppłied with a prescribed rate then L1.E* - L1.E0 can be identified with the decrease 
of the work needed to transport the mass; note that u• > ·1i0• 

For P > Pr the condition (2.28) is satisfied simultaneously with (2.27), and J is 
unbounded from below. In this range, instability of the fundamental process is interpreted 
as instability of the traversed equilibrium states in a dynamie sense. 

As indicated in Sect. 3, the qualitative picture presented above can be extended to 
much more complicated finite-dimensional systems. This is illustrated elsewhere [21] on 
the example of necking under piane strain tension, calculated by using the finite element 
method. 

The picture may changę,if a continuous system ·is considered: from one side, the 
absolute minimum of the functional .J in the range where (2.28) and ( 4.2) bold need not 
be attained among ordinary functions, and from another side, the number of solution paths 
emanating from a bifurcation point may be even infinite. Both cases can be illustrated 
e.g. on the example of necking in a biaxially stretched, infinitely thin sheet of finite 
in-plane dimensions, by assuming specific boundary conditions. In the second case, the 
stability condition (2.29) can be applied to secondary post-bifurcation branches to select 
the incipient width of a necking band which is undetermined by the bifurcation theory 
alone; details will be given elsewhere. 

Appendix 

A.1. Certain estimates and identities 

The function Ń( - )  has been assumed to be positively homogeneous of degree one, 
continuous and piecewise smooth (outside i<' = O). It follows that for any pair Fi , F2 of 
velocity gradients we have the estimate 

(A l) 

where C i s  a positive constant, independent of place if  i t  i s  taken as a supremum over V 
of the !ocal constant. From (Al) and the identity 

. ' 1 ' ' ' . 1 . . . . . U(F1 ) - U(F2) = '2N(F2) · (F1 - F1) + l (N(F1) - N(F2)) · Fi , · 
we obtain 

(A2) 

Let the definition (2.7) of the functional I be formally extended to the class V. For 
any pair v, w of vector fields from V U W, from (A2), (4.1) and the Cauchy inequality for 
integrals we obtain the estimate 

(A3) I I(V) - I(w) I ::::; �Cl lv - wl l < l lVl l  + J lwl l ). 

Similarly, for any fields vi . v2 and w, from (2.1),  (2.5) and (Al)  it follows that 

(A4) l 8J(v1 , w) - 8.J(vz , w) I ::::; Cl lv1 - v2 l l  l lwl l . 

Since w E W means that w = O on a finite part Su of the boundary of V, it is well 
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known that 

(A.5) j wwdS :S k1 1 iwl l2 , 
Sr 

J wwdV :S k2 l lwl l2 for every w E W , 
F 

where ki and k2 are positive constants, dependent on V. Since b and T in (2.5) are 
bounded, after standard transformations with the use of the Cauchy inequality and (A.5), 
we obtain 

(A.6) I J bwdV + J TwdSI :S k3 l lwl l , w E W , 
I' Sr 

where k3 is another positive constant. 
Let vi, v2 be any pair of velocity fields from V so that v1 - v2 E W. From (2.5), (A.6) 

and (A.3) we arrive at the estimate 

(A.7) 

From the definition (2. 1 ) it follows that at I > O we have the identity 

(A.8) d J(- - ) ' J(- - -) 
1 -'J(- - - ) -

d 
. V + /W = b. V + A(W, w = -u V + /W, /W 

I I 

which yields 

I 

(A.9) J(v + w) - J(V) = J 8J(v + '}W, w) c1, 
o 

1 
= 8J(v, w) + J (8J(v + /W, w) - 8J(v, w)) d1 .  

o 

From (A.4) we obtain the estimate 
1 1 

J l (8J(v + A,w, w) - 8J(v, w)) I dA1 :S J Clhwl l l lwl l d1 = �c1 1wi 12 . 
o o 

On substituting it into (A.9), we arrive at: 

(A. 10) IJ(v + w) - J(V) - 8J(v, w) I :S �Cl lwl l2 . 

A.2. Proof of property ( 4.4) 

Let v' be a fixed field from V, w be any field from W and v = V' + w. From (A.3) and 
the triangle inequality it follows that 

(A ll)  T(v) ;::: J(w) - �Cl lv' l l ( l lV' l l + 21 1wl l ) . 
On substituting (A.1 1 ) into (2.5), rearranging and using (A.6), we obtain 

(A. 12) J(V) ;::: J(w) - k' l lwl l - c' , 
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where the num bers k' and c' depend on v' but are independent of w. If ( 4.2) holds then 
(A.12) implies that 

(A. 13) J (V) _,. +oo as l lwl l _,. oo . 

v' is fixed so that l lwl l � <X> is equivalent to l lvl l _,. oo. Since every v E V can be expressed 
as v' + w, the pro perty ( 4.4) has been proved. 

From (A.13) it follows that for l lwl l 2: Af with M sufficiently large we have .J(V) > J(v'). 
For l lwl l ::; llf, J(v) is bounded on account of (A.7). Hence, J(V) is bounded from below 
in V. 

A.3. Proof of Theorem I 

Let a be defined by ( 4.3) with W replaced by WN. Since WN is finite-dimensional and 
I is homogeneous of degree two and continuous in w N, the infimum value is reached 
at some nonzero w* . From (3. 1 1) it follows that I(w* ) > O so that a > O. By the 
argument given in A.2 (with V and W replaced by VN and wN, respectively) we obtain 
that J(V) > J(v') for l lv - v' J l  2: l'v!, where v, v' E VN, v' is fixed and M is a sufficiently 
large number. Since VN is finite dimensional and J is continuous in VN , the absolute 
minimum of J in the bali llv - v' li < M, and thus in VN , is attained at some v = v* . Since 
J is Gateaux differentiable, (3. 12) must be satisfied at the minimum point so that v* is a 
solution to the discretized rate-problem. This completes the proof of Theorem 1 .  

A.4. Proof o f  property (4.6) 

Consider a sequence (v11 ) in V such that (4.5) holds, and a sequence of numbers In · 
On substituting v11 and i'nW into (A. 10) in place of v and w, respectively, and rearranging, 
we obtain 

(A.14) 

Let l lwl l  = 1 and /n = -fJJ(v,„ w)/C. On taking into account that J(vn + /n W) 2: d, we 
arrive at the result 

(8J(v" ,  w))2 :S 2C(J(v„) - d) for every w E W , J lwll = 1 .  

This can be rewritten as 

l 8.J(v" , w) l :S €n l lwll for every w E W ,  

where 

€n = (2C)If2(J(vn)  - d)l/2 . 
Since J(vn ) tends to d, €„ - O as n � oo. The property (4.6) has been proved. 

A.5. Proof of property (4.10) 

Consider a domain G c V with a regular boundary fJG. Let h(E,) denote the distance 
from a point E, to the set G, i.e. h( E,) = I E, - E,' j, where E,' is a point from G closest to E,. 
Den o te by G H a spatial set surrounding G and consisting of E, such that O < h( E,) < H. 
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We will consider the following trial scalar fields w defined on V: { H if E. E G , 
w(E,) = H - h(E,) if E, E GH , 

O if h(E,) 2: H .  
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Let w1 = w and w2 = w3 = O. aG may contain a part of Sr but we assume that 
aG n Su = 0. V' h at typical E, E G H exists and is equal to a unit vector (norma! to {)G at 
E,'). For H sufficiently small S„ does not intersect G H and w just defined belongs to W. 
We have then w1, ;w1 ,; = 1 in GH and l lwl l  = !Gu l, where IGn l denotes the volume of 
G H. On substituting ( 4.8) with that field w in to ( 4.6) and rearranging, we obtain 

JPt (G, vn) I = J J bi (v„ ) dV + J Tt (vn) c1s J 
G (SruS0 )nG 

::; c-n lGn l/H + I f i1i (vn)(l - h/H) dV + f 1't (vn )(l - h/H)ds J . 
GH (SrUSo)nGH 

In the limit as H ---. O, the set Gu becomes vanishingly narrow and the integrals on the 
right-hand side vanish white JGH l/H ---. JaGI, the surface measure of the boundary aG. 
By repeating the above procedure for the remaining coordinates, we arrive at (4.10) for 
any regular domain G c V such that aG n S„ = 0. 

A domain G C V with a piecewise regular boundary disjoint with Su can be approxi
mated by a sequence (Gk ) of regular domains considered above. If this is done, as is 
always possible, in such a manner that laG\aGk I ---. O then in the limit of approximation 
we obtain (4.10). The same argument shows that (4.10) remains valid when {)G n Su is 
not empty but is of zero surface measure. If the common part of Su and aG is of finite 
area then in the limit expression the rate of perturbing tractions acting on this common 
surface part cannot be taken into account. However, T* = O on S„ (any reaction on Su is 
statically admissible), so that (4.10) is finally valid for any domain G � V with a piecewise 
regular boundary. 
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